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Imaging:  why ? 

Assess morphology of the scaphoid + confirm diagnosis of nonunion (6-12 months after injury)

Evaluation of viability of the bone and bone marrow of the proximal scaphoid fragment

 Morphology : stage scaphoid non union / displacement

 a) Reversible stage of osseous resorption zones on the fragments margins  

 b) Stage of resorption pseudocysts   in both fragments 

 c) Stage of osteosclerosis and eburnation of the pseudarthrotic margins

 d) Stage of osteoarthritis (SNAC wrist)
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 Conventional radiography ?

Is conventional radiographic imaging able to predict reliably and accurately 
fracture union at 6 weeks in undisplaced scaphoid waist fracture ?

 P.F.W. Hanneman et al. arch Orthop Surg, 2015  

47 consecutive patients/ conservative treatment/standard = x-Ray at 6 months

X-Ray is very accurate : PPV = 93 % / moderately reliable k=0,517 (interobserver agreement)  
In diagnosing union 

X-Ray is inaccurate : NPV = 0,22 % / very reliable k=0,816 (interobserver agreement) 
  In diagnosing nonunion 



 Next step = CT

High spatial resolution / Multiplanar Reformation / Detailed bone anatomy 

Best assessment of displacement
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Can CT predict union or non union ?

Displacement = translation and humpback deformity = higher non union rate
but do not affect time to union

Sclerosis along the fracture line did not affect the rate of union

Presence of cysts = no statistically significant effect on union or union time 

 Ruby Grewal et al., JHS, 2013  

Continuum?



Can CT predict union or non union ?



 Relationship between Fracture Location and Carpal Stability
In Scaphoid Nonunion

 Carpal stability appears to be related to wether the fracture line passes distal or proximal 
to the scaphoid apex where the dorsal SL ligament and the dorsal intercarpal ligament attach 

 Hisao Moritomo, JHS, 2008  
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Assessment of scaphoid viability in patients with scaphoid Nonunion

No clear agreement on what is the best imaging protocol or findings to assess 
osteonecrosis 

of the proximal pole in a scaphoid nonunion

The presence of confluent decreased T1 marrow signal = highly suggestive of 
osteonecrosis of proximal pole: sentivity, specificity and accuracy of 55%,94% and 99% 
respectively (gold standard = introperative punctate bleeding)

 Fox MG et al., AJR, 2010  

T1 T1+Gd 



Assessment of scaphoid viability in patients with scaphoid Nonunion

 Fox MG et al., AJR, 2010  

Liquid  sensitive sequences (STIR / T2 FAT SAT): not useful in determining proximal pole viability

PD FS



Assessment of scaphoid viability in patients with scaphoid Nonunion

Enhancement of the proximal pole: not a reliable sign of viability (contrast diffusion of 
fibrous tissue invasion in an osteonecrotic proximal pole)

 Donati et al, Radiology, 2011  

Dynamic Gadolinium Enhancement : 
Consisted of 40 consecutive coronal T1W images in the coronal plan over 1 minute
The steepest upslope of gadolinium uptake was calculated in a ROI in the proximal pole
Standard = surgery for all patients and histology for 11/29 patients



Assessment of scaphoid viability in patients with scaphoid Nonunion

 Donati et al, Radiology, 2011  

Sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of standard MR imaging in detection of scaphoid necrosis 
was: 62%, 93% and 75% respectively 

Diagnostic performance of dynamic gadolinium-enhanced MR imaging determined with 
the steepest upslope value was inferior to standard MRI 

Findings at histology did not correlate with those at dynamic GD MRI



Assessment of scaphoid viability in patients with scaphoid Nonunion: CT ?

Increased radiodensity (sclerosis) of the proximal pole 

No clear agreement : 

Smith et al, JHS,2009 : sensitivity 60%, specificity 100%, accuracy 74% 

Bervian et al,Intern Orthop,2015: CT is inaccurate

Both studies: standard = histology !!! 


